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Carbon Border Tax Adjustments (BTAs) are a politically
popular strategy for avoiding competitive disadvantage problems
when a country implements a unilateral climate change
policy. A BTA taxes carbon embodied in imported goods in
order to protect domestic industry and motivate other countries
to implement climate change policy. To estimate the
effectiveness of a BTA, is it is necessary to know which
products are covered, where they were originally produced
and ultimately exported from, and how the covered amount
compares to total production in foreign countries. Using a scrapadjusted, mixed-unit input-output model in conjunction with a
multiregional input-output model, this analysis evaluates the
effectiveness of BTAs for the case study of U.S. steel imports.
Most imported steel by mass is embedded in finished
products (60%), and 30% of that steel is produced in a different
country than the one from which the final good is exported.
Given the magnitudes involved and complexities of global supply
chains, a BTA that protects domestic industry will be a
challenge to implement. We propose a logistically feasible
BTA structure that minimizes the information burden while still
accounting for these complexities. However, the amount of
steel imported to the U.S. is negligible (5%) compared to foreign
production in BTA-eligible countries and is unlikely to motivate
affected countries to impose an emissions reduction policy.

Introduction
In June 2009, the U.S. House of Representatives passed
America’s Clean Energy Security Act (1). ACES is the first bill
that limits greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and puts a price
on carbon emissions to pass either chamber of Congress.
(Noteswe will use “carbon emissions” as a general term
referring to all GHGs.) As with previous climate bills discussed
in Congress, competitiveness concerns were a major sticking
point during the negotiation of ACES. The fear is that if the
U.S. acts unilaterally to place a price on carbon, domestic
industry will face higher costs than their international peers
and will be at a competitive disadvantage. In the worst-case
scenario, U.S. industry would relocate to a country without
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mandatory emissions reductions. This “carbon leakage”
would cost the U.S. jobs while failing to reduce global
emissions.
Research in both the EU and the U.S. suggests that most
sectors of the economy are unlikely to suffer competitive
disadvantage as a result of a climate policy (2-5). However,
energy intensive industries (EIIs), including steel, aluminum,
pulp and paper, glass, and some chemicals, are vulnerable
to competitiveness concerns (3). Without some kind of
protection, prices could increase significantly for EIIs. For
example, the iron and steel industry could see price increases
ranging from 5-18% (3, 4). Such price increases could result
in a decline in EII output of about 4% as result of climate
change policy (2, 6, 7). The only empirical data available
thus far about the effect of a carbon price on industrial
competitiveness is from the E.U. Emissions Trading Scheme
(EU-ETS). Reinaud (8) found that since EU-ETS came into
effect, the aluminum industry in Europe has not been at a
competitive disadvantage as a result of the EU climate policy,
although she suggests that this may change once aluminum
smelters are no longer protected by long-term electricity
contracts predating EU-ETS.
Because of these concerns, policy makers have included
protective measures for energy-intensive industries in proposed climate bills. There are several policy mechanisms
available to protect industry from competitive disadvantage
resulting from climate policy (9). ACES uses two: first, the
bill rebates the cost of carbon to EIIs through free allocation
of emissions allowances. Second, ACES requires importers
of energy-intensive goods from countries without a climate
policy comparable to the U.S.’s to purchase GHG emissions
allowances equal to the amount domestic industry would
have needed (1). This strategy, a type of Border Tax
Adjustment (BTA), makes producers of both domestic and
imported goods pay for their carbon emissions. Similar
provisions are being discussed in the E.U., although this
discussion will focus on the U.S.
Supporters claim that BTAs have two main advantages:
first, they protect domestic industry from competitive
disadvantage and prevent carbon leakage by making importers pay for the cost of carbon in their products. This
levels the playing field between domestic and foreign
producers on the domestic market. Second, because BTAs
only apply to imports from countries without climate policies,
they are a “stick” to motivate other countries to legislate a
climate policy.
However, there have also been many arguments leveled
against BTAs: they may trigger a trade war; they target
emerging economies whose cooperation is vital for global
climate policy; they only protect industry on the domestic
(not export) market; and they may be illegal under the WTO.
These considerable challenges have been discussed elsewhere
at length (e.g. refs 4 and 9-12).
In addition to these qualitative concerns, economic
analyses have returned mixed results about the effectiveness
of a BTA at preventing carbon leakage. These studies have
largely used general equilibrium models to estimate the
effects of a BTA on EIIs. Several studies have found that BTAs
are potentially effective at preventing carbon leakage and
protecting domestic competitiveness, although they appear
to be most effective when both imports are taxed and exports
are rebated (7, 13) and when emissions are calculated using
sectoral averages in the country of production (6). Peterson
et al. find that BTAs on primary materials not only protect
EIIs but actually increase their output, although at the expense
of downstream manufacturers and households, who see
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increased costs (14). McKibben and Wilcoxen find that BTAs
do little to protect competitiveness or prevent carbon leakage
and do not motivate foreign countries to implement climate
policies (15).
When designing a BTA, policy makers must decide what
types of products to cover. The products of concern are energy
intensive materials (EIMs), which are produced by EIIs.
Energy intensive materials (EIMs) are imported in two forms:
primary and embedded. Primary EIMs include products made
by energy intensive industries directly, such as steel tube or
plate glass. Embedded EIMs are primary EIMs that have been
further manufactured before being incorporated into another
product, such as the steel in a kettle or the glass in a car
window. The simplest BTA would cover only primary EIMs
A comprehensive BTA would cover all EIMs, both primary
and embedded. A BTA can also cover all products, regardless
of their EIM content; however, this option has never been
seriously discussed in U.S. policy and will not be considered
here. Previous studies have either considered BTAs on only
primary EIMs or on all products and have neglected the
possibility of covering embedded EIMs (6, 7, 13-15). This is
particularly relevant because the BTA in ACES covers primary
and some embedded EIMS but not all products (1).
This paper uses a case study of U.S. steel imports to
examine the importance of product coverage in determining
the effectiveness of a BTA. Steel was selected as a case study
because it has the highest energy intensity of the EIMs and
is thus highly vulnerable to competitiveness concerns (9).
We then use the results to discuss the logistical complexity
of a BTA, which has rarely been addressed in the literature
(4).

Methods and Data
In order to estimate the impact of product coverage on the
effectiveness of a BTA for steel, several pieces of information
are needed: the amount of primary and embedded steel
imported and both where that steel was originally produced
and from where it was ultimately exported. Data on primary
steel imports are available from the American Iron and Steel
Institute (16). Primary steel exports are assumed to be
produced in the same country they are exported from.
Quantifying the amount of steel embedded in imports is less
straightforward. This paper presents a method for quantifying
embedded steel imports using a modified Input-Output
Analysis (IOA). A scrap-adjusted, mixed-unit IO model (SAMUIO) is first used to calculate the amount of steel embedded
in U.S. imports. A multiregional IO model (MRIO) is then
used to calculate where that steel was originally produced.
The model results in information about how much steel is
embedded in imports, which products it is in, where it is
imported from (as embedded steel), and where it was
originally produced. While the SA-MUIO/MRIO model is
applied to imports, it can be used to calculate the embedded
steel in any arbitrary quantity of goods. This method can be
used, with small variations, for other EIMs as well. Figure S1
in the Supporting Information shows the structure of the
model.
An Input-Output (IO) model is a linear, static partial
equilibrium model of the economy of the form
X ) (I - A)-1Y

(1)

Here, X is a vector representing the total economic output
from each industrial sector in the economy. A is the direct
requirements matrix or production structure of the economy.
Each entry aij represents the output from sector i required
to produce one unit of sector j. Y is the final demand matrix
or the amount of industrial output for nonindustrial actors
(i.e., households, government, etc.). I is the identity matrix.
The total requirements matrix (I-A)-1 represents the total,
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economy-wide requirements from row sectors to produce a
unit of output from a column sector (17). A straightforward
way to estimate the amount of embedded steel in U.S. imports
is to treat imports as Y and use the IO model to calculate the
total production required to produce those imports, X. The
entry in X corresponding to steel would then be embedded
steel imports. In the U.S., the Bureau of Economic Activity
assembles IO tables from various industry statistics (18).
These tables, as with most IO tables, measure purchases and
production in economic units.
Unfortunately, there are several problems with using an
economic model to calculate physical material consumption.
First, due to the complicated structure of the steel industry,
there are three sectors in the U.S. IO tables that produce
primary steel products (19). Each of these sectors sells a
significant fraction of its output to each other. This creates
economic value that gets reported in the IO tables but does
not create physical steel is used by the rest of the economy.
Thus, converting directly from economic to physical units
inflates the tonnage. Since this model is interested in the
actual amount of physical steel in products and not the
economic value created by trade within the steel industry,
it is necessary to remove this intraindustry circularity.
The second problem with using economic data is that the
IO tables report purchases of steel. Not all of this steel gets
used in productssa large amount is wasted during manufacturing and sold back to the steel industry as scrap. For
example, Wang et al. estimate that 13% of steel purchased
for manufacturing is wasted during the manufacturing
process and sold back to steel producers as scrap (20). In
order to calculate embedded steelsthe amount actually in
productssit is necessary to remove scrap from the IO model.
This prevents overestimating the quantity of steel actually in
products.
It is possible to correct both of these problems by
modifying the existing IO tables into SA-MUIO. While
conventional IOA uses monetary tables, it is equally valid to
use physical or mixed-unit tables as long as there is only one
price for each commodity (21). Physical or MUIO analyses
have been used since the energy crisis in the 1970s (e.g. ref
22). Recently, they have been used to model the upstream
material requirements or ecological rucksacks associated with
economic activity (e.g. refs 23 and 24). Reference 25 uses
MUIO to track the flows of heavy metals through the economy
along supply chains, although it does not take into account
waste production during the manfuacturing process and
cannot be used to esetimate the amount of material in a
given fininshed good. Reference 26 uses a waste IO model
together with a material composition matrix to transform a
monetary IO table (MIOT) into a physical IO table (PIOT)
and applies the method to the Japanese economy. This
approach takes into account manufacturing yield ratios and
waste management and recycling. However, it is extremely
data intensive, requiring information both to construct the
waste IO model and the material composition matrices. Here
we present a simpler, less data-intensive methodology for
calculating the material embedded in finished products.
While our approach requires stronger assumptions about
manufacturing yields than (26), it is also possible to apply
to countries that do not have as comprehensive data
collection systems as Japan.
The SA-MUIO model starts with 2002 Benchmark Make
and Use tables for the U.S., which have a 428 industry sector
by 426 commodity resolution (19). 2002 is the most recent
year for which Benchmark Tables (the most detailed available)
are published. The tables are then modified into a MUIO as
described in ref 27. Here, the three monetary steel sectors
are replaced by one physical steel sector to create mixed
unit-tables. In the mixed-unit tables the consumption of
physical commodities must be allocated to upstream users

TABLE 1. 2007 U.S. Steel Importsa
steel exports to U.S. (Mt)

Canada
Mexico
EU
China
rest of BRIC
Japan
rest of annex B
row
total

embedded steel product breakdown (Mt)

primary

embedded

total

transportation

industrial
machinery

appliances, utensils,
other equipment

other

7
3.5
5.1
6.3
4.9
1.7
2
3
34

9.1
10
12
13
1.0
9.2
0.7
6.0
61

16
14
17
19
5.9
11
2.7
9.0
94

6.1
5.1
4.9
1.5
0.4
5.6
0.1
1.6
25

1.5
1.4
4.7
2.8
0.3
2.4
0.3
1.3
15

0.4
2.6
1.0
5.4
0.1
0.4
0.1
1.7
12

0.8
2.1
0.8
3.8
0.1
0.5
0.1
1.0
9.2

a
Rest of BRIC ) Brazil, Russia, India; rest of Annex B ) countries with emissions reduction commitments under the
Kyoto Protocol not otherwise listed; ROW ) rest of world.

in the monetary sectors. We assume that consumers of
physical commodities use the same proportion of physical
commodity as they did of that commodity when it was
represented in monetary terms. Physical data for steel
production, trade, and use is available from refs 28 and 16.
2002 physical data was used to match the IO tables. (See the
Supporting Information for more on how the Make/Use
framework is used to calculate the direct requirements matrix
A and the MUIO is constructed from the Make/Use framework.)
The scrap adjustment assumes that all of the scrap
produced by industries that purchase steel is steel scrap,
with some common-sense adjustments. For these industries,
the amount of steel purchased was reduced by the amount
of scrap produced, and the amount of scrap produced was
set to zero. In essence, this adjustment removes steel scrap
from the economy altogethersthe steel that would otherwise
become scrap is neither purchased nor produced. More
details are available in the Supporting Information. This SAMUIO model was then used together with 2007 trade data
(16) as Y and eq (2) to estimate how much embedded steel
was imported from each of the U.S.’s trading partners in
2007.
In order to determine where the embedded steel imported
to the U.S. was originally producedsas opposed to where it
was imported fromsit is necessary to use a MRIO model.
MRIO is a form of IO in which trade is endogenzied by
including trade and foreign production in the direct requirements matrix. A MRIO models the global production needed
to produce a given final demand and can include any number
of countries (30-34). References 35 and 36 provide a review
of recent MRIO-based studies.
We use the input-output tables from GTAP 7 (37), a 113
country, 57 commodity model of global trade and production,
compiled by ref 38. The domestic production matrices for
each country are modified using the same scrap adjustment
made to the U.S. table in the SA-MUIO model, so that scrap
production is not allowed. Because of some pricing difficulties
associated with GTAP (38), GTAP was only used to find the
relative foreign production shares for a given country’s
embedded steel exports to the U.S. Total embedded steel
exports remain the result of the SA-MUIO model. (See the
Supporting Information for more detail.)
There are several sources of uncertainty in this model.
IOA has several inherent uncertainties, including but not
limited to aggregation, the assumption of linearity, and source
data accuracy (39). These are compounded by the modifications made here. The use of MUIO introduces uncertainty
regarding the price-quantity conversion, since it assumes
only one price for the physical commodities (27). The scrap
adjustment introduces uncertainty in the amount of steel
embedded in products, both due to the selection of which

sectors to adjust and in the calculation of the waste-toproduction ratio. The waste ratios calculated here were
compared to similar ratios for the Japanese economy used
in (26) for comparable sectors, and were found to be similar
(40). We also tried to verify the amount of steel embedded
in various product classes using estimates produced by the
American Iron and Steel Institute (41). However, it was not
possible to determine either how AISI made their estimates
or which products were included. A useful comparison was
thus impossible. When calculating the embedded steel in
imports, the SA-MUIO model assumes that foreign economies
have the same production structure as the U.S. This assumption is adequate for the purposes of this because it is
reasonable to assume that U.S. imports have roughly the
same material content as U.S. products do. More uncertainty
is introduced by the use of MRIO in general (36) and GTAP
in particular (30).
The uncertainties inherent in the analysis mean that it
provides only first-order estimates. The model is useful for
scoping the problems that may be associated with BTAs and
for providing order-of-magnitude estimate of the quantities
involved. It should not be used to calculate the embedded
steel in a specific product.

Results and Discussion
The U.S. imported about 94 million metric tons (Mt) of steel
in 2007, roughly the same as total domestic steel production
(98 Mt (42)). The majority of this steel (60%) was embedded
steel. Table 1 shows primary and embedded steel imports
from each region and the steel embedded in various product
types. The U.S.’s major trading partners are Canada, Mexico,
China, and the E.U. The breakdown between primary and
embedded steel exports varies by country. Canada and the
rest of BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India) export a relatively large
proportion of primary steel, while Japan exports almost no
primary steel to the U.S. Most embedded steel enters the
U.S. in transportation equipment and parts, although a
significant amount is in industrial machinery and appliances.
Table 1 shows where U.S. primary and embedded steel
imports are imported from. It does not describe where that
embedded steel was originally produced. For example, steel
may be produced in China, exported to Japan, manufactured
into a car, and ultimately imported into the U.S. as embedded
steel from Japan. This distinction is important because a
BTA is applied to steel based on the policies of the country
of production. The original country that U.S. steel imports
are produced in is shown in Figure 1, which gives the amount
of steel production in each region broken up according to
the country that finally exports that steel to the U.S. (as
embedded steel). The majority of U.S. embedded steel
imports are originally produced in Japan, China, and the
VOL. 44, NO. 17, 2010 / ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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FIGURE 1. Country of production of U.S. embedded steel imports, broken down according to the country from which it was ultimately
exported to the U.S.

FIGURE 2. Emissions embodied in U.S. steel imports. Annex B ) countries with emissions reduction requirements under the Kyoto
Protocol, which are likely to be eligible for a BTA.
E.U. Trading patterns vary by country. Almost all Canadianand Mexican-produced embedded steel is imported to the
U.S. from those countries. In contrast, almost none of the
embedded steel produced in the Rest of World (ROW) and
Rest of BRIC reaches the U.S. from the region that produced
it. Note that the U.S. produces about 8% of the embedded
steel it imports. This steel is exported from the U.S. as primary
steel, manufactured, and reimported as embedded steel.
The emissions associated with the production of steel for
U.S. imports are shown in Figure 2. The emissions intensity
of steel production in each region are from estimates in ref
9. These estimates represent country averages (and therefore
include the effect of the production process mix in each
country). We use the distinction Annex B and Non-Annex B
(as defined in the Kyoto Protocol) as a proxy for countries
that are not likely to face a BTA and those that are,
respectively. A BTA would only be applied to countries
without a significant climate policy in place. In the case of
the U.S., ACES requires countries to make “comparable”
6566
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emissions cuts to the U.S (1). Of the regions in Figure 2, a
BTA might reasonably be applied to China, Mexico, rest of
BRIC, and some of the ROW. [The BTA in ACES exempts
countries on the U.N.’s list of Least Developed Countries,
most of which are in ROW. This is therefore a conservative
estimate, since it includes all of ROW.]
In total, about 160 Mt of CO2 are embodied in U.S. steel
imports. About 65% of this is embodied in steel produced in
non-Annex B countries. This is disproportionally more than
the amount of steel produced in those countries (about 50%).
The difference is due to more emissions-intensive production
technologies and electricity grids in non-Annex B countries.
About 10% of embodied emissions are produced in a BTAeligible country but exported through a noneligible country
and vice versa.
ACES delegates the responsibility for designing the
logistics of a BTA to the EPA administrator, although there
are explicit instructions for the EPA to account for throughtrade of EIMs (i.e., to ensure that, for example, Chinese steel

is not exempted from BTAs by virtue of being embedded in
a car imported from Japan) (1). One of the main concerns
when developing a detailed BTA is whether it will be legal
under the WTO. However, because any BTA may ultimately
be subject to legal challenges, we proceed without consideration of legal issues.
As discussed above, there are two end points when
considering product coverage for a BTA: primary EIMs or
primary and all embedded EIMs. The level of product
coverage will affect the effectiveness of a BTA at protecting
domestic industry and motivating foreign countries to
implement climate policies. In particular, a BTA on primary
EIMs only may shift the competitiveness problem down the
supply chain.
A BTA on primary EIMs only raises the price of both
domestically produced and imported EIMs. Downstream
manufacturers will bear this cost, putting them at a competitive disadvantage relative to their foreign competitors.
While the strength of this effect depends on several factors,
including the price elasticity of EIMs, the ability of manufactures to pass costs on to consumers, and the availability
of substitutes, some downstream manufacturers may have
a problem. Reference 14 found that a BTA on primary
industries did indeed have a negative competitiveness effect
on other sectors. The case study presented above shows that
a BTA on primary steel only would cover about 17 Mt of steel
imports or about 40% of total imports of steel produced in
eligible countries (∼20% of total steel imports). Such a BTA
would also only cover about 40% of eligible embodied
emissions (∼25% of total emissions). The low product
coverage of a primary steel only BTA suggests that a shift of
competitive disadvantage from primary producers to downstream manufacturers may be enough of a concern to prevent
a primary steel only BTA from achieving its goal of protecting
domestic competitiveness.
Since a main goal of a BTA is to protect domestic
competitiveness, a primary EIM only BTA seems like a poor
choice, particularly in the case of steelswhere only 40% of
imports are primary. The other end point along the product
coverage spectrum--covering both primary EIMs and all
embedded EIMs--fixes this problem by protecting domestic
industry all along the supply chain. ACES falls somewhere
along this spectrumssome, but not all, embedded EIMs are
covered. The EPA administrator will make this decision (1).
This type of BTA, while unambiguous, will be a logistical
challenge. The “perfect” BTA design would tax the exact
emissions embodied in every gram of every eligible EIM
embedded in every imported product. In order to implement
such a BTA, it is necessary to know the following: the amount
of embedded EIMs in a product; where those EIMs were
originally produced; and the emissions intensity of production. Because a BTA is tied to the climate policies of the
country that produced the EIM, rather than the climate
policies of the country that exported the final product, this
information would have to be collected for all goods from
all countries. Some manufacturers may have the first two
required data points and could possibly require suppliers to
track this information through the supply chain. However,
this effort would require a significant investment in information management and reporting systems. Acquiring
emissions data would require collecting new information.
The administrative costs of any BTA, and especially one
that covers some embedded EIMs, are a significant concern.
While there is not yet an estimate of the administrative costs
of the BTA provision in ACES, the EU’s Registration,
Evaluation, Authorisation, and Restriction of Chemicals
(REACH) legislation provides an order-of-magnitude comparison. This legislation requires all importers of goods into
the E.U. to report quantities and toxicity data about chemicals
in their products, similar to the quantity and emissions data

that a BTA would require. Hartung and Rovida (43) estimate
that REACH will cost companies €9.5 billion ($14.3 billion)
over 10 years to administer, and this estimate does not include
the cost of government administration. If the administrative
burden of a BTA even approached this level, it could be a
significant cost to importers on top of the tax itself. And
because all goods would need to report the origin of their
EIM content, the cost would fall on all importers, not just
those importing from BTA-eligible countries. For comparison,
a $15/t CO2, a U.S. BTA on primary and embedded steel
imports would have brought in about $1.5 billion in government revenue in 2007.
The information burden of such a BTA is quite high, and
verification will be difficult. While a “perfect” BTA may be
too expensive and logistically difficult to implement, other
alternatives are possible. Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information shows estimates of where the steel in US
embedded steel imports was originally produced. One could
propose a BTA in which the embedded steel in a product is
taxed assuming that it contains the average of the exporting
countries’ steel mix. For example, it would be assumed that
any car exported from Canada contains 40% Canadian steel,
30% U.S. steel, 7% Chinese steel, etc. Any Chinese car would
be assumed to contain 75% Chinese steel, 10% Japanese steel,
etc. The emissions associated with this steel could be
calculated in a number of ways, including country average
emissions intensity. Only the fraction of emissions from steel
produced in eligible countries would have the BTA applied.
Companies could then demonstrate, if they desired, that the
steel in their products either a) came from a different country
mix or b) was produced in a facility with a lower emissions
intensity than the country average and have their tariff
adjusted accordingly. This approach could be extended, using
methodologies similar to those presented here, to all EIMs.
For EIMs where data are less available than steel, however,
extensive data collection efforts may be required no matter
which BTA framework is chosen, as existing databases would
not support this kind of analysis for rarer metals. This does
imply one advantage of BTAs: increased data availability
about material flows, which can help when designing effective
strategic material stockpile and recycling strategies.
There are several advantages to this approach. First,
determining the steel mix in each country that exports final
products is far simpler than keeping track of the steel mix
in every product and reduces the administrative burden on
companies. However, this approach still does account for
multiregional trade in the supply chain, as required in ACES.
In this approach, it would not be possible to scam the system
by importing Chinese steel through Japan, since that Chinese
steel would be included in the average steel mix attributed
to Japanese exports of embedded steel. Finally, because
companies have the option to be exempted from the BTA by
demonstrating that their products use a different or less
emissions intensive steel mix, there would be incentive for
manufacturers to select less emissions intensive suppliers.
The second goal of a BTA is to motivate other countries
to establish emission reduction policies. Theoretically,
countries will not want to have a BTA applied to their exports
and will therefore develop a climate regime in order to get
the BTA lifted. In order for this rational to apply, however,
the taxed good would have to represent a significant fraction
of production in the producing country. Otherwise, maintaining that market will not be worth the cost of emissions
reduction for the entire sector. Figure 3 shows U.S. steel
imports (primary [global primary steel production data from
ref 16] and embedded) from producing region in the context
of total steel production in those regions. The U.S. imported
about 7% of total global production in 2007. U.S. imports
from BTA-eligible countries represent 5% of total productionsan almost negligible amount. In fact, the only country
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FIGURE 3. Global steel production and U.S. steel imports
(primary and embedded). Figure from ref 44.
for which a U.S. BTA might motivate climate action is Mexico.
For most countries, including China, a U.S. BTA will probably
not be adequate motivation.
BTAs are only one potential solution to the competitiveness issue. Rebates, free allocation, and sectoral agreements
are all possible alternatives (9). Many have argued that BTAs
are not the preferred alternative (e.g. refs 4 and 9-11), and
here we show that they will be a logistical challenge to
implement and may not serve the desired purpose of acting
as a “stick”. Despite these disadvantages, however, it seems
that BTAs will be part of any climate bill the U.S. passes.
Several key senators have announced that they will not
support a climate bill that does not contain this kind of trade
measure (e.g. ref 45). Given this political support and because
BTAs are not worth scuttling a climate bill over, it is worth
considering how to design a logistically feasible BTA. For
that purpose, an approach based on the EIM mix of the
country of export may be a reasonable approach. The upfront
data collection effort required by this scheme is manageable
and could follow a methodology similar to the one presented
here.
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